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Abstract

Alternative energy sources, especially solar and wind energy, play an important role in the near future. However, building systems to make full
use of them in areas without grids is still a problem that requires many studies. A commonly used system configuration is solar-wind energy
system combined with a battery storage system. Recognizing that the modeling and control design of this mixed system by conventional
methods is complex, this paper employs an effective approach using Energetic Macroscopic Representation (EMR) to represent a renewable
energy conversion system model including solar and wind power combined with a battery system. Thanks to this formalism tool, control
development for this complex system is straightforward. Besides, the maximum power point tracking strategy is applied to maximize the energy
received from environment. The studied grid-isolated wind-solar-battery power system is simulated in MATLAB/Simulink under various
real-world conditions to validate the reliability of the proposed method. The results confirm that this system always satisfies the loads power
demand with the stably DC bus voltage.
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Abbreviations

EMR Energetic Macroscopic Representation
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking
IPM Interior Permanent Magnet
WECS Wind Energy Conversion System
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Tóm tắt

Năng lượng tái tạo sẽ đóng vai trò quan trọng trong một tương lai
không xa. Tuy nhiên, việc xây dựng hệ thống nhằm tận dụng tối đa
những nguồn năng lượng này ở những nơi không có điện lưới hiện
vẫn đang là một vấn đề cần nhiều nghiên cứu. Một cấu hình hệ thống
thường thấy đó là sự kết hợp giữa hệ thống năng lượng gió, năng lượng
mặt trời và hệ thống lưu trữ bằng pin. Nhận thấy rằng việc mô hình
hóa và điều khiển cho hệ thống kết hợp này bằng những phương pháp
truyền thống khá phức tạp, bài báo này sẽ đề xuất một hướng tiếp cận
hiệu quả sử dụng phương pháp biểu diễn vĩ mô năng lượng (EMR).
Với công cụ đồ họa trực quan này, việc thiết kế cấu trúc điều khiển
cho hệ thống phức tạp này sẽ trở nên rõ ràng và dễ thực hiện. Bên
cạnh đó, thuật toán tìm điểm công suất cực đại cũng được áp dụng
nhằm tối đa hóa năng lượng thu được từ tự nhiên. Việc sử dụng hệ

thống năng lượng trên cung cấp cho tải độc lập không nối lưới được
mô phỏng bằng phần mềm Matlab/Simulink trong những điều kiện
thực tế nhằm kiểm chứng độ tin cậy của phương pháp mà bài báo này
đưa ra. Kết quả mô phỏng cho thấy hệ thống luôn đáp ứng được yêu
cầu công suất từ phía tải với điện áp ổn định trong mọi trường hợp.

1. Introduction

Currently, most of consumed energy come from thermal power,
hydroelectric power or nuclear power plants. However, these
sources may have adverse environmental consequences such
as greenhouse gases emission, risks of radioactive leakage and
ecosystem destruction. In addition, fossil fuel sources such as:
coal, oil and natural gas are gradually depleted. As a reasonable
substitution, renewable energy is becoming more common in
power generation systems in order to replace the exhaustible
energy sources. In particular, wind and solar energy are the
promising choices.
Solar energy, which is considered the endless one, can be
exploited in all regions of the world every day. It is able to
used for various purposes such as: to produce electricity in
areas without grids, to dry agricultural products or to supply
space station. Another benefit of the solar energy systems
is the relatively low maintenance cost. Besides, the material
science is steadily evolving that leads to considerable potential
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to increase the performance of solar panel several times than
before. Similar to solar energy, wind is also a source of energy
which has great expectation to meet human needs. Moreover,
the operating cost of the wind power system is lower than that
in the past thanks to technological advances. It can be seen
that these strong points of two energy resources will open up
prospects for significant growth in the new era of green energy
usage [1].
In spite of these aforementioned positive aspects, several typi-
cal drawbacks have to be solved. Firstly, solar and wind energy
sources are unstable because of the dependence on the envi-
ronment or weather. There are many studies giving solutions
to overcome this problem, such as: static synchronous com-
pensator and unified power flow controller are commonly used
to diminish voltage fluctuation, harmonic distortion and fre-
quency deflection of wind and photo-voltaic (PV) power plants
[2, 3]. Secondly, it is still expensive and inconvenient to store
energy for using when the solar and wind energy system are
idle because of current technology problems, which can be
seen in an overview of available energy storage technologies
and their implementation is given in [4].
This paper focuses on modeling and control of a combination
of renewable energy system to supply isolated loads. It can be
seen in many research works available in literature that a suit-
able solution chosen to cope with the mentioned weaknesses of
these natural energy sources is the sustainable energy systems.
They combine with a battery system to maintain the stability
of power supplies as well as to store energy when needed. The
modeling and control design of the system are usually analyzed
by conventional methods like frequency domain methods [5, 6]
or time-domain state space representation [7, 8]. Nevertheless,
they all have drawbacks that the modeling of the system is
complex, the controls are difficult to design and the actual
implementation may not be favorable. Accordingly, this pa-
per proposes an different approach, which is using Energetic
Macroscopic Representation (EMR) [9] based on action and
reaction principle to represent the Wind-Solar-Battery (WSB)
energy system model as interconnected subsystems obeying
the integral causality. This formalism tool can handle the rep-
resentation of complex energy system with only four main
pictograms. Thanks to the ability of highlighting the system
power flow, it is currently used for many studies of energy and
electrical drive systems such as electric vehicles [10–12] and
renewable energy systems [13–15]. After EMR of the studied
system is built, the control schemes based on inversion princi-
ple can be deduced simply owing to the decomposed structure.
Along with this system organization, maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) control strategies are also applied in this
paper due to their effectiveness and reliability [16–19].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the sys-
tem modeling. Section 3 presents the control design of the
system and provides the energy management strategies. The
simulation results are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclu-
sions are conducted in Section 5.

2. System Modeling

2.1. EMR principle

The entire energy conversion system configuration is depicted
in Fig. 1. Based on this configuration, the energetic system is
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Figure 1: The WSB energy conversion system configuration

organized by EMR and illustrated in Fig. 2. According to the in-
teraction principle, the system can be described as subsystems
using four main EMR elements as follows [9]:

• Energy sources with green ovals;
• Accumulation elements are orange rectangles with diago-

nal line;
• Conversion elements are only orange squares;
• Coupling elements include overlapped orange squares for

energy distribution.

All the elements are connected according to the action and
reaction principle. The product of action and reaction arrows
between two elements results in the instantaneous power ex-
change. Another key rule of EMR is causality principle, where
the output of an accumulation element is an integral function
of its inputs.

2.2. Wind Energy Conversion System Modeling

The wind turbine in this study is used to drive an interior per-
manent magnet (IPM) generator. The wind energy conversion
system (WECS) also includes a LC filter to flatten voltage and
current, a boost DC/DC converter and diodes to ensure that
current flows in only one direction from the source to the DC
bus as described in Fig.1. The following model of the WECS
was validated in [14, 20]. Hence, this study inherits it to build
the WSB system model.
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Figure 2: EMR and Inversion-based control of the WSB energy conversion system

2.2.1. Blade

The torque Tblade of the blade depends on wind speed vwind
and their relationship can be written as below.

Tblade =
1
2

CT ρSRv2
wind (1)

where CT is the torque coefficient determined by CT −λ char-
acteristic illustrated in Fig. 3, ρ the air density, R the blade
radius, and S the area that the blade sweeps. The the tip-slip
ratio λ is defined by the wind and the rotor rotation speed as
in (2):

λ =
Rωsha f t

vwind
. (2)

The force of the blade Fblade is also a function of CT −λ which
can be defined using Fig. 3.

2.2.2. Turbine Shaft and Gearbox

A conventional wind turbine includes a low-speed shaft, a gear-
box and a high-speed shaft. The torque balance equation around
the low-speed shaft can be written by (3) and represented by
an accumulation element.

J
d
dt

ωsha f t = Tblade −Tgear − f ωsha f t , (3)

where J is the moment of inertia of the turbine and f the
coefficient of friction. The torque and the angular speed on the

Figure 3: CT -λ characteristic line [20]

shafts of the turbine and the IPM generator are related to the
gearbox coefficient kg as shown below:{

ωsha f tkg = ωgear

Tipmkg = Tgear.
(4)

2.2.3. IPM generator

The interior permanent magnet (IPM) generator is the element
converting rotational movement of the blade caused by the
wind into electricity. This type of synchronous machine works
frequently along with Maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
and maximum torque per ampere (MPTA) methods in wind
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energy system because of its significant advantages [19,21,22].
The model of IPM generator includes the stator windings, the
rotor flux generation of the permanent magnet and an equation
for converting energy from mechanical to electrical [23, 24].
The stator winding currents on the rotating d-q axes are calcu-
lated according to the equations (5) and (6) below:{

isd = K
1+sTsd

(usd − esd)

isq =
K

1+sTsq
(usq − esq),

(5)


K = 1

Rs
; Tsd = Lsd

Rs
; Tsq =

Lsq
Rs

esd =−ωsLsqisq

esq = ωsLsd isd +ωsϕp

ωs = zpωgear.

(6)

where Rs, Lsd and Lsq are the resistance and inductance of
the armature d-q windings, respectively. With an IPM gener-
ator, the rotor flux generation is simply represented with the
expression:

ϕp = cte. (7)

The equation for the transformation of the energy from me-
chanical to electrical is:

Tipm =
3
2

zp[ϕpisq +(Lsd −Lsq) isd isq]. (8)

where zp is the number of pole pairs of the magnet, Tipm the
generator torque.

2.2.4. Power Converter

A power converter is used to convert AC electrical power to DC
power, which then connect to the DC bus. In the field-oriented
control principle, the conversion of the axes from rotating d-q
to the three-phase stationary a-b-c is performed the following
equations.
The voltage transform is given by:

udq =

[
usd
usq

]
= TP−CTu1

[
uac
ubc

]
, (9)

where
TP−C =

[
cosθs cos(θ s − 2π

3 ) cos(θ s +
2π

3 )

−sinθs −sin(θ s − 2π

3 ) −sin(θ s − 2π

3 )

]

Tu1 =

 2 −1
−1 2
−1 −1

 .
(10)

The current transform is conducted as:

iinv =

[
ia
ib

]
= TiTC−Pidq, (11)

where
TC−P =

 cosθs −sinθs

cos(−θ s +
2π

3 ) −sin(−θ s +
2π

3 )

cos(−θ s +
4π

3 ) −sin(−θ s +
4π

3 )


Ti =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
.

(12)

Finally, the DC power is archived by the following transform
equations:

uinv =

[
uac

ubc

]
= mwuDC_bus

iw_con = mT
w

[
ia
ib

]
1

ηk
w
=

mT
wiinv

ηk
w

mw = 1
2

[
mac

mbc

]
.

(13)

where mw is the modulation function that goes to tuning vector
of the converter block and ηw the efficiency of the converter.
The coefficient k depends on the power flowing through the
converter:

k =
{

1 i f P > 0
−1 i f P < 0 (14)

where P is the power of the converter.

2.3. Solar Energy Conversion System Modeling

The PV panels absorb solar energy and then convert it into
electricity. The rest of the system including a LC filter, a
boost DC/DC converter and diodes perform similar functions
to those of the wind system. The solar energy conversion sys-
tem (SECS) configuration is indicated in Fig. 1. Similar to the
WECS model, this one of SECS is also verified in [20, 25] and
inherited by this paper.

2.3.1. PV panels

The solar cells system consists of numerous panels connected
in series and parallel to provide power to the load. The PV
panel in this research is the MSX-83 module of SOLAREX
of which characteristics are illustrated in the manufacturer
datasheet [26]. It is demonstrated that the current source ipv
from PV panels depends on the voltage of panels, environment
temperature and the solar radiation.

2.3.2. Capacitor

Similar to Cw, capacitor Cpv of solar energy system has the
following dynamic model:

Cpv
d
dt

uC_pv = ipv − iL_pv. (15)

2.3.3. Boost converter

The dynamic model of the inductor Lpv is obtained by using
Kirchhoff’s law for the voltage loop.

Lpv
d
dt

iL_pv +RL_pviL_pv = uC_pv −upv_con. (16)

The chopper converts the current as well as the voltage at the
input of the load by the modulation function mpv. Which is
given in below equations:

ipv_con = ηk
pvmpviL_pv

upv_con = mpvuDC_bus

0 ≤ mpv ≤ 1
(17)

where ηpv is the efficiency of the boost converter and the coef-
ficient k depended on the power flowing through the converter
is shown in (14).
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2.4. Battery System Modeling

2.4.1. Battery

In order to appropriately simplify the system, the battery is
considered as a constant voltage source:

ubat = cte. (18)

2.4.2. Bidirectional DC/DC Converter

The bidirectional DC/DC converter in this study helps the
battery system to both provide power to the load and receive
redundant energy from renewable sources. This converter con-
sists of an inductor and two power switches with the topology
shown in the Fig. 1. The mathematical model of the inductor
Lbat is:

Lbat
d
dt

ibat +RL_bat ibat = ubat −ubat_con. (19)

The chopper model is indicated by below equations:
ubat_con = mbatuDC_bus

icon = ηk
batmchibat

0 ≤ mbat ≤ 1
(20)

where mbat is the modulation function used to control the
switching of power switches of the chopper, ηbat the efficiency
of this converter and the coefficient k can be determined based
on the power flowing through the converter as shown in (14).

2.4.3. Capacitor

The output voltage of the battery system is controlled using a
capacitor Cbat that has the following dynamic model:

Cbat
d
dt

uDC_bus = ibat_con − icon. (21)

2.5. DC Bus Modeling

The wind system, the solar system and the battery system are
connected to a DC bus before supplying power to the load. This
parallel connection is modeled by the following equation:

iload = ipv_con + iw_con + ibat_con. (22)

where iload is the loads current when loads are connected to
the DC-link voltage.

3. Control and Management

3.1. Inversion-based Control Design

In this paper, the design of the control structures of the systems
is based on the inversion-based control theory. According to
this method, the control arrangement of a system is treated as
the inversion of the system model in such a way that the control
has to determine the suitable inputs calculated from the the
subsystem’s intended output. There are three rules applied to
blue control pictograms of EMR [9]:

• Equations in conversion elements can be inverted directly;
• Feedback controllers are required to invert dynamical sub-

systems which are represented by accumulation elements;

Figure 4: PI current controller for the d-q armature windings

• Inversions of coupling element need the inputs that define
the desired energy dispensation.

Each accumulation and conversion orange EMR element is
controlled by an control block designed by these above rules.
Which are illustrated in Fig. 2. The following system control
scheme equations are all listed in Table 1.

3.1.1. Control scheme for wind energy conversion system

Firstly, the desired gearbox torque Tgear_re f derived from MPPT
strategy block for the wind energy system enters to the direct
inversion element of the gearbox to calculate Tipm_re f as in (28).
In the scope of this research, it is considered that the generator
always works within the rated speed range. Besides, the IPM
generator is an conversion element with the Laplace transform
dynamic model . Thus, the reference armature current idq_re f is
archived by directly inverting the model in (8). Which is based
on the first control design rule as shown in equation (29).
The armature d-q windings of IPM generator is an accumula-
tion element with time-dependence model. According to the
second inversion control rule, the indirect inversions are per-
formed with proportional-integral (PI) controllers in (30) and
(31) to get the desired input udq_re f for the next control element.
The PI controller for d-q windings current are synthesized with
the structure shown in Fig. 4. The closed transfer function here
is:

G =
(kP_x_w +

kI_x_w

s
)(

K
Tsxs+1

)

1+(kP_x_w +
kI_x_w

s
)(

K
Tsxs+1

)

. (23)

Because the control design for d and q armature windings is
identical, the symbol x can be replaced by d or q.
Choosing kP_x_w and kI_x_w so that:

kP_x_w

kI_x_w
= Tsx (24)

then,

G =
1

1
KkI_x_w

s+1
(25)

The response time is chosen as τres =
5

KkI_x_w
, so the PI con-
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Table 1: Equations for systems control scheme

Wind Energy Conversion System

Tipm_re f =
1
kg

Tgear_re f (28)
isd_re f = 0

isq_re f =
2
3

1
zpϕp

Tipm_re f

(29)

usd_re f = esd_mea

(30)+kP_d_w(isd_re f − isd_mea)

+kI_d_w
∫ t

0 (isd_re f − isd_mea)dt

usq_re f = esq_mea

(31)+kP_q_w(isq_re f − isq_mea)

+kI_q_w
∫ t

0 (isq_re f − isq_mea)dt

uinv_re f = Tu2TC−Pudq_re f (32)

mw =
uinv_re f

uDC_bus_mea
(33)

Solar Energy Conversion System

iL_pv_re f = ipv_mea
(34)

−kP_u_pv(uC_pv_re f −uC_pv_mea)

upv_con_re f = uC_pv_mea

(35)−kP_i_pv(iL_pv_re f − iL_pv_mea)

−kI_i_pv
∫ t

0 (iL_pv_re f − iL_pv_mea)dt

mpv =
upv_con_re f

uDC_bus_mea
(36)

Battery System

icon_re f = ibat_con_mea − kP_u_batuDC_bus_re f
(37)

+kP_u_batuDC_bus_mea

ibat_re f =
icon_re f

mbat
(38)

ubat_con_re f = ubat_mea

(39)−kP_i_bat(ibat_re f − ibat_mea)

−kI_i_bat
∫ t

0 (ibat_re f − ibat_mea)dt

mbat =
ubat_con_re f

uDC_bus_mea
(40)

troller coefficients are:
kI_x_w =

5
Kτres

kP_x_w =
5Tsx

Kτres
.

(26)

The other P and PI controllers in this paper can be designed
similarly.
The reference 3-phase voltage uinv_re f is determined by the
direct inversion (32) of axis transformation model with the
matrix Tu2 as follows:

Tu2 =

[
1 0 −1
0 1 −1

]
. (27)

Lastly, the modulation function of the converter mw for WECS
is computed by (33) with the measurement of DC-link voltage
uDC_bus_mea.

3.1.2. Control scheme for solar energy conversion system

Firstly, the MPPT strategy block for solar energy system gener-
ates the desired voltage of the capacitor uC_pv_re f which enters
to the indirect inversion element of the capacitor Cpv.
After that, the reference inductor current iL_pv_re f is get by (34)
with the measurements of the capacitor voltage uC_pv_mea and
the current from PV panels ipv_mea. The P controller here has
the gain coefficient kP_u_pv.
The inductor Lpv is also an accumulation element so that the
inversion model need a closed-loop control using a PI current
controller with the parameters kP_i_pv and kI_i_pv in (35). The
measured current of the inductor and the measured voltage of
the capacitor are iL_pv_mea and uC_pv_mea, respectively.
Eventually, the modulation function of the chopper for solar
energy system mpv is calculated by (36).

3.1.3. Control scheme for battery system

The DC-link voltage has to be kept stably at a constant value
uDC_bus_re f . The inverted model of the capacitor Cbat using a P
voltage controller is indicated in (37). The reference current of
battery ibat_re f is obtained by the direct inversion model of the
chopper as shown in (38).
Then ibat_re f is a input of the indirect conversion element of
the inductor Lbat along with the measurement of voltage and
current of the battery. A PI controller operates to generate the
output ubat_con_re f from those inputs (39). The bidirectional
DC/DC converter of the battery system has the modulation
function mbat that is figured out by (40).

3.2. MPPT control strategy

3.2.1. MPPT strategy for wind energy conversion system

Wind energy has a big disadvantage that the wind speed varies,
so the power received from the generator is also oscillated.
Moreover, wind energy is nonlinear so that it is difficult to
establish a linear method for power control. On the other hand,
the generated power of the generator depends on the rotor’s
rotation speed and the wind speed. Therefore, the problem is
to find a control algorithm capable of detecting the operating
point with maximum power regardless of which generator is
used. Thus, MPPT is the suitable solution.
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Figure 5: MPPT characteristics of the wind energy system [20]

(a) Characteristic P=f(V) of a panel MSX-83 in function of the tem-
perature for a solar irradiance of 1kW/m2 [25]

(b) Characteristic P=f(V) of a panel MSX-83 in function of the solar
irradiance for a panel temperature of 25 °C [25]

Figure 6: MPPT characteristics of the solar energy system

Based on the specifications of a wind turbine, the power for
each wind velocity and rotation speed is able to be figured out
in graph form (Fig. 5). The maximum power, which can be
extracted for each wind velocity values, is collected. With this
characteristic plot, a lookup table is built to express the torque
Tgear_re f from the measured rotation speed of the turbine rotor
ωsha f t . Because the MPPT algorithm is not in the scope of this
work, the lookup table is used to simplify the simulation. From
this method, the designed controllers automatically control
the generator output current and voltage so that the received
output power corresponding to the wind speed at that time is
maximized.

Since the output voltage of the generator change frequently
with the wind velocity, it is required to use a chopper along
with MPPT strategy not only to obtain maximum power but
also to create suitable voltage which is always equal to the DC
bus voltage for battery charging.

3.2.2. MPPT strategy for solar energy conversion system

The power from solar panels is also unstable due to the depen-
dence on ambient temperature and solar radiation as mentioned
in Section 2. The objective here is to extract the maximum
power of the photo-voltaic panels every moment. Hence, the
proper solution is also MPPT strategy.
Thanks to the electrical characteristic diagrams of a panel
MSX-83, the MPPT characteristics P= f (V ) of a photo-voltaic
panel are plotted in Fig. 6. From this data, the voltage uC_pv
values matching with each maximum power point (MPP) un-
der different environmental conditions are determined by the
conventional Perturb and Observe algorithm (P&O) [17]. This
tracking work is done by repeatedly increasing or decreasing
the output voltage and observing the effect of these disturbance
on the power measurement. When the panels power reaches
the highest power point, the system operating point will vary
near this value.
The boost converter similar to that of the wind energy system
is used to support getting the greatest power in each conditions
as well as to charge the battery when necessary.

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Evaluation Scenario

The performance of the control system is evaluated by sim-
ulation in Matlab/Simulink in the following scenario. At the
initial start-up stage, the DC-link voltage increases from 300
V to the set value of 400 V Fig. 10(a). Loads start requesting
power from 2.5 seconds Fig. 9(a). Because it is not windy at
this time nor radiation from the sun, the battery system is the
main energy source for demand of the loads. The wind be-
gins blowing at t = 5 s and the PV panels are irradiated from
t = 7 s. From this moment, solar system and wind system start
providing electricity.
The simulation takes place in the changing conditions of natural
environmental characteristics affecting the energy conversion
system such as wind speed, temperature, solar radiation for a
100-second cycle which are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

4.2. Results

With the given simulation scenarios, the required power of
isolated loads and the power response of the energy sources
are shown in the Fig. 9. During the entire process, the WSB
system is always controlled to get the maximum power and
provide enough energy for the load with the input from MPPT
strategy blocks. The battery system has done a good job of
supporting the renewable energy systems, for example between
t = 2.5 s and t = 7 s in the absence of wind and sun or from
t = 30 s to t = 45 s when the energy from sustainable sources is
significantly lacking. If the power from wind and solar systems
does not meet the consumption demand, the battery system is
controlled automatically to supply the loads. In addition, the
battery also plays the role of storing energy that the renewable
sources produce as function of the weather in the period from
t = 7 s to t = 22 s or at the end of the simulation cycle. That
is resulted from the operation of the bidirectional DC-DC
converter.
According to the system stability requirements, the DC-link
voltage have to be kept in a constant value regardless of the
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Figure 7: Environment conditions affecting PV panels

Figure 8: Medium wind velocity characteristics [20]

changing of battery voltage. The simulation results of the DC
bus are illustrated in Fig. 10. The DC-link voltage increases
to the reference value of 400 V in 0.05 s without overshoot.
This voltage response time is the same as τres_vol which is
chosen for the P voltage controller. Even though the loads and
the natural conditions affecting solar energy system and wind
energy system changes continuously especially from t = 5 s to
t = 10 s as depicted on Fig. 10(b), the voltage controller always
operates to stabilize the DC-link voltage at the desired value
effectively, i.e. at 400 V.
In order to get the maximum power output, the gearbox torque
and PV capacitor voltage must be controlled to follow the com-
puted set value from the MPPT strategy block. The response
of Tgear and uC_pv are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respec-
tively. It can be seen in the Fig. 11 that the gearbox of wind
turbine generates the appropriate torque Tgear following the
desire torque from MPPT strategy block closely. Similarly, the
response quality of PV capacitor voltage uC_pv is also a good
performance in Fig. 10(b) thanks to the P voltage controller
designed for the PV capacitor. The voltage responses to its

Figure 9: Simulation results of the power supplies system

(a) Response to DC-link voltage

(b) Zoom shape of the response to DC-link voltage

Figure 10: Simulation results of the DC Bus

reference in 0.05 s. All the figures show that the inversion-
based controllers make the WSB system operate as planned.
Furthermore, these simulation results with EMR lays the basis
for feasible implementing the developed control system on a
microcontroller or passing it to industrial applications.
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Figure 11: Response to gearbox torque

Figure 12: Response to PV capacitor voltage

5. Conclusions

Sustainable energy has been an attractive topic for many years.
However, there are still just limited simple but highly effective
modeling and control approaches. This paper has taken the
advantages of EMR to give an easier but valuable approach
to organize a combined renewable energy system. Following
that, the system control structure designed by inversion-based
control principle shows its reliability and effectiveness when
operating in the simulation scenarios based on real conditions.
During the simulation, the voltage of the DC bus has always
been kept at the reference value by the voltage controller of
the battery system, which brings stability to the power supply
system. Moreover, conventional MPPT strategies are applied
in this study to support the solar energy conversion system and
the wind energy conversion system to make the best use of
natural energy from wind and solar. In short, all results have
demonstrated the positive aspects of the proposed solution.
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